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The 2016 Annual Report

Jan Schubert, Secretary

Welcome to the Annual Report of the Southampton Natural History 
Society for 2016. We would like to thank the very many members whose 
contributions make these reports possible. A recent survey of members found 
that many people wanted to hear more of the talks which are given during 
the year, and we are pleased to include reports of four of the very many 
excellent talks given during the year. Sometimes thought-provoking and 
challenging, and always interesting, we’d be delighted to see more members 
at each talk — but if you can’t make it we hope this will become a regular 
feature of the annual report to give you a flavour of the talk in question.

Like many other events, you can find details of future talks on our web-site 
at sotonnhs.org and don’t forget this is an easy place to complete  records of 
any flora and fauna you may have seen throughout the year. 16 individuals 
submitted 245 records via the web-site last year and we hope this will 
become an increasingly important contribution to the work of the society. 
Why not give it a try yourself? It’s easy.

We are always looking for articles for the web-site so if you have something 
to say about the natural history of Southampton, please let us know by 
e-mailing webmaster@sotonnhs.org or via the contact form on the web-site.

Membership Report for 2016

Sue Channon, Membership Secretary

We are pleased to welcome the following who joined (or re-joined) SNHS 
during 2016, bringing the total to 137 members: 
Peter Hewitt-Taylor, Jenny Mallinson, C. Sinclair, Sarah Goodwin, Peter Sillence, Mark 
Hampton, Hazra Joydip, Kesta Durkin, Gerard Carr, Mark Trigwell, Tammy Horton, 
Carmen Green.

Also, with regret we were notified of the deaths of Mr Keith Watson and 
Mrs Mary White and offer our condolences to their families and friends.  
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Hampshire’s Early Naturalists: The 
Uncelebrated Pioneers of Hampshire Botany

by Dr David Allen

SNHS member, Dr David Allen, is a field botanist and author of many 
scientific publications. Brambles are one of his specialisms and 54 varieties 
have been identified on Southampton Common. He has been a past President 
of the Botanical Society of the British Isles and the Society for the History 
of Natural History. His books include The Naturalist in Britain: A Social 
History, first published in 1976. 

Botany is the oldest of the natural sciences. Used for medicinal purposes, 
collecting and preserving specimens for scientific study could be 
easily done. Because plants are static, comparisons can be made over 
time. Some may be in the same spot for over 100 years. In the 1500s 
collections were already being recognised as important. In the 18th and 
19th centuries collectors became more professional and there was a change 
to evolutionary relationship classification methods. Hampshire has a wide 
range of environments owing to the underlying geology, making it a diverse 
collecting area, and a number of outstanding individuals contributed to the 
scientific development of botanical sciences. 

John Goodyer, 1592−1664, was born in Alton at a critical juncture in 
England’s history, a few years after the defeat of the Spanish Armada, and 
when Queen Elizabeth I was on the throne. He did not publish anything 
himself but is credited with collecting and identifying many choice plants 
and is known only through being cited in other works. 

John Goodyer was known to Thomas Johnson who plied his trade as an 
apothecary from a physic garden in the City of London but travelled the 
country. Johnson frequently led sorties on horseback with groups of friends 
in search of wild plants with medicinal properties. In 1633 he published 
a much-improved revision and expansion of Herball, originally by John 
Gerard 1545−1612, a very large illustrated botanical tome. It is not known 
how Thomas Johnson and John Goodyer became acquainted but it is unlikely 
to have been before 1616. Johnson joined the Royalists as an officer at the 
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outbreak of Civil War and died of wounds received at the Siege of Basing 
Castle, and is buried in Basingstoke. 

Virtually everything known about John Goodyer is thanks to scholarly 
individuals three centuries later. The Rev. John Vaughn moved to Droxford 
in 1902. As a keen field botanist and antiquarian he was intrigued to 
come across plant records from the local area in published literature 
from centuries earlier. A clergyman, he had no difficulty gaining access 

to the archives at Magdalen 
College Oxford University. 
He found they had 134 
volumes, which constituted 
Goodyer’s library with hand-
written embellishments in the 
margins and notes on bits of 
paper, but did not have the 
time to collect and collate 
all the information. He drew 
attention to his finds in the 
Cornhill Magazine and the 
challenge was taken up by 
Oxford Chemist and amateur 
botanist George Claridge 
Druce who wrote a 27-page 
paper for the Botanical 
Exchange Club in 1916. 

Robert Gunther, appointed Magdalen College Librarian at Oxford in 1919, 
inherited the Goodyer collection and as a scholar set about deciphering notes 
which were on the backs of scraps of paper, including shopping lists and 
legal documents; much would have been lost but for his diligence. He also 
constructed a remarkable account of Goodyer’s day-to-day life and travels 
which he brought together in a now rare, privately published book Early 
British Botanists and their Gardens, one of the most extreme examples of 
literary detective work ever to go to print. 

John Goodyer was well educated, probably attending the local grammar 
school, but did not go to university. His sister Rose married prosperous 
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Petersfield land agent William Yalden, with responsibility for lands 
belonging to Magdalen College, Oxford University. Their only son was 
sent there as an undergraduate. This in turn led to Goodyer’s books and 
papers being bequeathed there. It is likely Goodyer was trained working 
for Yalden, living at Buriton and Droxford. 

Goodyer worked as estate manager or steward at West Mapledurham House. 
The legal aspects and book keeping were good training which fed into his 
keen interest in the countryside around. Goodyer is recognised as the earliest 
known British student of botany and rose to that major standing despite 
being an amateur; everyone else held a pecuniary motive for pursuing it, 
principally herbalism. He was highly thought of by his employer, Sir Thomas 
Bilson, MP for Winchester. His job involved much travelling, not only round 
the estate but also to Winchester and London. He bought numerous herbals 
and spent his summers energetically botanising. He drew and detailed each 
species that he came across, including date and place, and at least 90 of those 
have survived in manuscript. One field trip of exceptional length took him 
through the New Forest and across Dorset as far as Weymouth. In all he 
was responsible for adding at least 12 flowering plants to the British Isles 
list. Some are national rarities to this day. He had a special interest in the 
British Elm and identified and classified them, including his own discovery 
of an elm endemic to the coastal strip in Hampshire between Lymington 
and Christchurch, named as Goodyer’s Elm.

Aged 40 he married Patience Crumpe in 1632 and moved to The Great 
House in Petersfield, which although substantially altered is now marked 
by a Blue Plaque. Here he was protected during the Civil War. In later years 
he compiled a new Flora of Britain and English translation of Dioscrides’s 
De Materia Medica . After the death of his wife he moved near to Buriton. 
He died age 72 and is buried in an unmarked grave next to his wife in St 
Mary’s Church, Buriton, near Petersfield. 

Yalden or Yealden is a family name which can be traced from present day 
back to Anglo-Saxon settlements,and is more common into Sussex. The 
Yaldens were an educated family and a vicar Yalden was associated with 
Gilbert White at Selborne. Gilbert White was a great, great nephew of Rose 
Yalden, John Goodyer’s sister. 
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The second uncelebrated pioneer was Charles Baron Clarke 1832‒1906. 
Born in Andover he was educated at Trinity and Queens Colleges, 
Cambridge where he secured a lectureship. Vacations were spent his as 
field botanist in a 25-mile radius of Andover. His publication Local Flora 
challenged conventional topographical botany and was not well received 
here but accepted on the continent. He went to India as schoolmaster in 
Calcutta, and became Superintendent of the Calcutta Botanical Gardens. He 
returned with a large collection of plants from the Himalayas and worked 
in the Herbarium, Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew. He was one of the main 
authors of the multi-volume Flora of the British Isles. He retired to Andover 
and produced The Flowering Plants of Andover 1866, which included 25 
brambles which was very advanced for that time. 

Clarke’s obituarists said he had donated his herbarium to the botanic gardens 
at Genoa before departing to India, David Allen then had no reason to doubt 
this, nor saw any likelihood of being able to follow this up. Then in the 
1990s David was asked to speak at the University of Genoa and took the 
opportunity to spend a day in the herbarium there. Although he could locate 
Clarke’s brambles, there was but one solitary specimen. He abandoned hope 
of finding more until several years later a member of the herbarium staff at 
Kew chanced to mention he had come across a collection of J.G.Baker’s 
brambles in a cupboard. Baker had collected brambles in Hampshire and 
Isle of Wight in the 1870s when specialising in the group, and lo and behold 
there were Clarke’s long-lost brambles as well. Knowing of Baker’s shared 
interest in brambles, it is likely he had excluded them from his herbarium 
before it went to Genoa but David has not seen that confirmed in print. David 
identified all of Clarke’s specimens which consequently greatly extended 
our knowledge of the group from this area. 

This was a fascinating tale of detection. 

Talk given March 2016

Reviewed by Daphne Woods 
Further Information 
www.magd.ox.ac.uk/libraries-and-archives/treasure-of-the-month/.goodyer/ 
www.hampshire-history.com/hampshire-botanist-john-goodyer/ 
www.magd.ox.ac.uk/libraries-and-archives/treasure-of-the-month/.../john-goodyer
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Poisonous Plants

by Dr Rosemary Radley-Smith

Introducing the subject Dr Radley-Smith described poisons as substances 
which cause death or injury, originating in Middle English as denoting a 
harmful medicinal draught, derived from the Old French poison (magic 
potion) and Latin potio related to potare. 

The top ten poisonous plants are Mandrake, Opium, Henbane, Deadly 
Nightshade, Thorn Apple, 
Hemlock, Monkshood, Hemp, 
Yew and various mushrooms. 
Most are common, but death or 
serious injury are rare as 
modern medicine can now deal 
with them effectively, but it is 
best to avoid them as the 
reactions can be very unpleasant 
and painful. Mostly only when 
a larger quantity is consumed 
c a n  i t  l e a d  t o  s e v e r e 
complications or mortality.

Fungi forays and gathering 
wild leaves have become 
popular due to TV, but there 
is a need to identify exactly 
what is being gathered. Some 
poisonous fungi can look very 

like edible varieties; two Thai women mistook Death Caps for Paddy Straw 
Mushrooms and this unfortunately led to a death. Roots of Monkshood 
have been mistaken for Horse Radish, Lily of the Valley mistaken for Wild 
Garlic, and Dogs Mercury eaten, all with fatal consequences. 

Ingesting poisons may give symptoms which are mild and result in a bitter 
taste and gastrointestinal upset, such as mistaking daffodil bulbs for onions. 
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Moderate or more severe symptoms can include headaches, confusion, 
variation in heart rate, fall in blood pressure, respiratory problems and death. 
The poison may be taken by mouth, by inhalation, absorbed through the 
skin or via the eyes. Children are more liable to poisoning because of their 
curiosity to try everything. Two Deadly Nightshade berries will kill a child.

Yew has long been known to be poisonous and the seeds and leaves can 
cause death to humans while the pink berry around the seed can be safely 
eaten. Animals such as Roe Deer can build up tolerance to the leaves so 
that they can feed when there is little else available.

Hemlock was once used for judicial execution, taken by Socrates in 399 
BC, and recorded by Plato in accurate detail, a very cruel death which takes 
1.5 hours with slow numbing of the limbs which spreads to the rest of the 
body while the brain remains fully alert. 

All parts of Henbane are poisonous. Smelling the flowers was used as a 
hallucinogen producing giddy effects. The seeds were ground to use in small 
amounts for medicinal purposes, producing drowsy sleep or drunkenness. 
Dr Crippen killed his wife with Henbane having bought 1000 times the 
normal dose, and incidentally became the first instance of ship radio alert. 

Monkshood is an attractive plant. In 1993 it was reported that it caused an 
‘epidemic of poisoning’ in a florist in Salisbury. The flowers were bought 
in quantity and staff handling the plants absorbed the poison through their 
skin into the bloodstream, suffering shooting pains and heart palpitations.

Hemlock Water Dropwort is considered the deadliest of our plants. The 
roots are known as dead men’s fingers, but all parts are toxic and ingestion 
can quickly cause great pain, sickness, convulsions, and death. 

The kernels of most fruits such as peach, plum, cherry and sloe contain 
cyanide and should not be eaten. The poison is also in the pips of apples and 
pears but about 30g needs to be eaten to take effect. Pigs have been known 
to die from eating plums. All members of the rose family have cyanide in 
their seeds, scooped off when making rose-hip syrup. At this point, most 
of us were alert to the fact we might have been putting ourselves at risk.

Cherry Laurel also contains cyanide and leaves can cause a problem when 
crushed. Workers clearing a railway line crushed them into the back of a 
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lorry and passed out from the cyanide fumes on the way to the tip. Burning 
cuttings should be done in an open space. 

Spindle, Elderberry, Ivy, Privet, Holly, Honeysuckle, Rowen, etc. all contain 
cardiac glycosides which disrupt heart function and can be extremely toxic. 
The leaves and berries of Lily of the Valley are very poisonous, as are Lupin 
seeds. Elderberries are fine when cooked, and Runner Beans must be cooked 
(shock and consternation in the audience). Laburnum is most commonly a 
problem with children but usually few are eaten as they are not tasty and 
the effects are rarely fatal. 

Corn Cockle seeds are poisonous. These plants used to grow amongst the 
corn and the seeds could not be separated out and so contaminated bread. 
Ergotism, also known as Holy Fire or St Anthony’s Fire (after monks of the 
Order of St Anthony who successfully treated this complaint in the Middle 
Ages), was traditionally caused by the ingestion of alkaloids produced by 
fungus that infected Rye, the symptoms being convulsions and gangrene. 

Reindeer eat Fly Agaric which give them a ‘high’, possibly the basis of 
the myth of them pulling the sledge for Father Christmas. People also used 
infusions for its hallucinogenic properties and it is suggested as an influence 
on the story of Alice in Wonderland. Opium, which is addictive, and Hemp, 
are openly grown in some areas in the world. Van Gogh was a major drinker 
of absinthe, whose ingredients include Wormwood and other herbs which 
interacted with Foxglove, and is thought to have induced his ‘yellow’ period 
which included the famous Sunflowers. Hellebores were used for treating 
worms but sometimes killed the patient. Deadly Nightshade was used as 
eye-drops by ladies to enlarge their pupils to look more alluring. This effect 
now used for medical procedures.

Many of the poisonous plants have medicinal uses when used in regulated 
dosages. Dr Radley-Smith was not against herbal remedies and was 
supportive of their use, but with this came a word of caution, that we tell our 
doctor when taking prescribed medication as some have strong interactions. 
Those affecting blood clotting include garlic and cranberry juice which 
react with Warfarin to cause increased bleeding whereas Brussel Sprouts 
clot with Warfarin. St John’s Wort interacts with several other drugs.
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Numerous plants can cause all sorts of problems; Giant Hogweed can cause 
blisters in children and it became an offence to plant or otherwise cause 
it to grow in the wild. It is not a native to the UK but has spread. Others 
may cause problems when strimming or clearing – Cow Parsley, Wild 
Parsnip, Hogweed (aka Cow Parsnip), Wild Carrot tops and Rue produce 
reactions triggered by UV light. Other common plants may cause dermatitis 
or allergies and include Bay, Dog Wood, Stinging Nettles, Daphne, Ivy, 
Rhododendrons, Leylandii and Bluebells. Skin pricks on Blackthorn are 
likely to go septic because birds use the thorns to skewer their food which 
then goes rotten. The seeds of Ash, Horse Chestnut, Box, Oak, and Beech 
should be avoided; toxins remain even when dried. Deadly Nightshade can 
be eaten with impunity by rabbits, but the poisons go into their muscles 
and is still toxic if eaten by humans. Animals will not eat Buttercups, and 
all the Buttercup family contain poisons, including Delphinium, Love-in-
a-mist, Wood Anemones, etc. Bracken is carcinogenic, but the Japanese eat 
the very early shoots as a delicacy. 

Common Ragwort has been cleared from vast areas, but there is no evidence 
that it causes poisoning in horses and the effects of this clearance on the 
insect populations have been devastating. Much more commonly horses eat 
Sycamore seeds which leads to a nasty disease for which there is no cure.

After the talk one of the audience showed us her arms covered in rash or 
wheals from gardening; the gloves had only protected her hands.  

What a fascinating talk by Dr Radley-Smith who has worked in paediatric 
medicine specialising in poisons. How have we all survived?

Talk given September 2016

Reviewed by Daphne Woods
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Newcomer Plants in the Wild: Non-Native 
Species—Facts, Fads, Fallacies and Fantasies.

by Martin Rand

This talk looked at attitudes, conceptions and preconceptions about what 
is happening to our native species in the UK. Many people’s thinking will 
have been influenced by the media: loaded language, false inferences and 
dubious statistics abound. As an example, a Daily Mail article referred to 
“aliens spiralling out of control” and “catastrophic problems”. Another took 
a perfectly respectable piece of research about the effects of some plants 
on CO2 levels in the atmosphere and blew it up into a scare story. In fact, 
the original paper cited just one species (Kudzu) releasing a “significant” 
amount in the United States. (‘Significant’ in this scientific context means 
that we can have confidence that the CO2 arises from the effects of Kudzu 
and not from somewhere else; it does not mean ‘dramatic’, as the Mail would 
have us believe.) Kudzu is a member of the pea family and fixes nitrogen 
in the soil, and was first introduced to the dust bowl of the southern USA 
to stabilise the soil and increase fertility. It is very prolific and invasive 
and, as a secondary effect, does cause the release of CO2 from ground it 
occupies, but only at a level of 0.39% of the total petrol consumption in 
the US, which accounts for 31% of emissions; 90% of this 31% comes 
from ‘light-duty’ vehicles (whose average fuel efficiency is just 22mpg!). 
The newspaper article implicated Japanese Knotweed in the same carbon-
emission ‘problem’, but without any foundation in the original research or 
any other supporting evidence. 

The Daily Mail has a certain reputation for sensational news reporting, 
but one shouldn’t automatically trust sources that would like to think of 
themselves as more ‘respectable’. The Guardian reported plants “turning 
‘alien’”, using an ‘authoritative’ source. Plantlife is a respected charity 
which does valuable research and conservation work, yet its publicity 
includes instances of misinformation that are relayed to the media at large; 
for instance, they blame the demise of Starfruit, a rare pond plant, on 
the invader New Zealand Pygmyweed, yet it was already at the verge of 
extinction through other causes decades before the arrival of Pygmyweed. 
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The popular current attitude to non-native plants is in striking contrast to 
that of our ancestors. Moving plants around the world has been going on 
for millennia, most notably in the 19 century when great expeditions were 
made to collect and grow exotic species. They were motivated by fun, 
curiosity, scientific research and economic interest. Specimens were taken 
up by learned societies, scientific institutions like Kew, landed gentry and 
other individuals. Much of the motivation came from a desire to do good 
and a conviction that introductions in some way made up for ‘deficiencies’ 
in the natural pattern of things. This huge enterprise was only very slowly 
balanced by efforts to regulate and control introduced species of plants 
and animals. For instance, in New Zealand the first effective legislation to 
protect a few indigenous species came in 1907 and the first comprehensive 
laws to protect native birds and mammals in 1953.

One of the most striking examples of the work of the acclimatisation 
movement is Ascension Island. This young and remote volcanic island was 
bleak and barren, and up to the time of its human colonisation supported 
a limited range of species; with no forests, rainfall was low and quickly 
dissipated. Under the direction of the great botanist Joseph Hooker and with 
the encouragement of Darwin, over 500 species of plants and trees were 
planted to make an artificial cloud forest. Contrary to earlier predictions 
from ecological and evolutionary theory, this island’s forest is an example 
of a functioning ecosystem almost entirely made up of aliens from widely 
different parts of the world. There have been both losses and gains for the 
limited native flora as a result.

There was soon a proliferation of nurseries providing plants for the suburban 
middle classes, which greatly increased the opportunities for non-native 
plants to appear in the wild — a trend that shows no signs of abating ever 
since. It can take 50‒200 years to ascertain which will cause problems. 
While certain traits have a bearing, there is no such thing as an intrinsically, 
universally, invasive plant. Part of our problem with using the term ‘invasive’ 
is that it has two meanings, an ecological one and a conservationist one. 
The ecological meaning is simply the ability of a species to increase its 
populations from a low level of penetration into a favourable environment. 
That more or less equates to ‘any evolutionarily successful species’. On 
this basis, post-glacial colonisers like the Mountain Avens, among our 
most cherished arctic-alpine relics in Britain, is one of the most successful 
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invaders of recent geological times. 
Conservationists usually use a three-
pronged, human-centric definition 
of ‘invasive’ as promulgated by 
the International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature (IUCN): 
depleting indigenous communities or 
disrupting their ecological function, 
causing economic or social harm, or 
presenting a health hazard.

Usually it is a combination of factors 
which cause proliferation resulting 
in nuisance or economic impact. 
Purple Loosestrife from Europe 
was introduced to the USA in the 
1800s and has spread to wetland 
areas across the continent, where it 
is now considered a serious invasive; 
conditions obviously suited it. Native 
Ivy has also become more invasive in 
the UK than before, so both native and 
non-native species can show invasive 
behaviours when conditions are right. 
This is not always a problem, but there 
may be impacts of the kind the IUCN 
has defined. We should be careful not 
to confuse pervasiveness with ‘IUCN 
invasiveness’. Snowdrops which are 
non-native in Britain, coming from 
the continent in the 1770s, are now 
widespread across the UK, often in 
semi-natural plant communities, but 
no-one would suggest they need to 
be removed. 

Disturbance can be a critical factor in 
the establishment of new species in a 

Purple Loosestrife 
Lythrum salicaria
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region, formerly down to rather rare or localised natural events, but now 
often man-made and more or less continuous and ubiquitous. Diversity is 
most dramatically reduced by frequent or intense disturbance but infrequent 
and low intensity disturbance may also take a toll. Paradoxically, however, 
regional biodiversity can be increased under moderate levels of disturbance. 
Indeed, disturbed systems such as low-intensity farming regimes can make 
a contribution to global diversity, when both the number of species and 
their profusion are properly taken into account. But earlier thinking on the 
concept of a ‘vacant niche’ waiting to be occupied by an invader needs to 
be refined to take into account the dynamic nature of many ecosystems even 
over comparatively short periods of time. While traits such as fast growth 
rate and rapid propagule dispersal play their part, it has been shown in 
studies, that in the modern world, repeated introduction events, widespread 
introduction and the number of individual organisms involved are more 
important than innate traits.

Much of the study of invasion ecology has been done on mid-ocean islands, 
but these are a special category. The arrival of colonising species there is 
naturally slow, but specialising adaptations can be very rapid and predator‒
prey relationships are usually limited. This makes such communities 
vulnerable to generalist species brought in from elsewhere, sometimes in 
large numbers. The situation in the UK is very different. Species diversity is 
increasing in Britain, which was impoverished after the Ice Age. In contrast 
to isolated islands or tropical regions, many of those which arrived earlier 
without man’s help are generalists, especially among the plant kingdom, 
and the proximity of a large land mass nearby has restricted the evolution 
of rare endemic species mostly to a few obscure plant groups with weird 
breeding behaviour. New arrivals tend not to have the same dramatic impact 
on the more stable of our communities, and there are often difficulties even 
in defining what counts as a native plant here. Perhaps fewer than twenty 
recent plant arrivals have a serious impact on long-established species, and 
their effects are likely to be hugely overshadowed by the impact of disease 
and habitat loss. 

Some of the more extreme and dubious arguments about non-natives 
centre on hybridisation and racial purity. The native Bluebell in Britain 
is a more delicate pendulous deeper blue flower compared with the 
introduced Spanish Bluebell. Native Bluebells are common across the UK 
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in appropriate woodland habitats. Introduced Spanish Bluebells are actually 
quite infrequent, both in and out of gardens. The most common plant in and 
around cultivated places is the cultivated hybrid. Yet press statements from 
Plantlife suggest a different narrative. From its assertion that ‘the’ garden 
plant is the Spanish Bluebell, the only inference that people can make is that 
wherever the hybrid is found, it must be as a result of the Spanish Bluebell 
swamping an existing native population — patently not the case in many, 
if not most, instances. 

Plantlife carried out a survey based on observations made by a self-
presenting group of volunteers. Their report showed no evidence that 
they had allowed for biases in the recording pattern, and they adopted a 
very relaxed definition of broad-leaved woodland that extended to small 
scraps of urban and suburban tree cover. Failing to take into account the 
indications in their own data of an overwhelming skew towards fragmentary 
‘woodland’, or any consideration of numbers, they then reported baldly 
that “one in six broadleaved woodlands were found to contain the hybrid 
or Spanish Bluebell”. 

Worse was to come, as they then translated this on their web site into: 
“During our last survey, around one in six bluebells found in broadleaved 
woodland was a Spanish rather than native bluebell” — a false conclusion 
on two counts that has no logical basis in their own findings and no other 
supporting evidence. Fortunately there are balanced scientific studies in 
urban areas such as Sheffield and rural regions like central southern Scotland 

Spanish Bluebell 
Hyacinthoides hispanica
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that paint a more balanced picture. Unfortunately, it is the Plantlife version 
that gains most traction and is repeated through the mainstream press. 
Meanwhile, there is very little evidence that native Bluebell populations 
are declining in the face of hybridisation in their core environment. Even 
if it were true that hybrids were hugely more competitive than the native 
species in their traditional environment, one could make the argument that 
they are therefore better adapted to the current state of that environment, so 
better able to perpetuate the bluebell in some form. One has to remember 
that something like nearly half of flowering plant evolution is driven by 
processes of hybridisation and the arising of new ‘good’ species from those 
hybrids.

There is no doubt that introduced plants can have a serious direct economic 
impact, and significant costs can accrue from dealing with them, but many 
of the figures which are constantly repeated as authoritative deserve some 
keen scrutiny. They often rest on a very small number of original papers, 
such as that by Pimentel and others in 2001 that estimated the world cost 
of invasive non-natives at $1.4 trillion a year. A critical evaluation of such 
papers can reveal an extraordinary level of extrapolation; costs arrived at 
by somewhat arbitrarily imputing value to non-economic activity and even 
sentiment; the general bundling together of direct, indirect and imputed 
costs without regard to whether the indirect and imputed costs arise from 
proportionate or even rational behaviour; and failure to acknowledge that 
a proper balance sheet actually has two sides.

In comparison with some parts of the world, Britain’s problems are light. 
Local issues arise and may deserve to be tackled. But the problematic aspect 
of many invasions has to do with underlying environmental causes, and it is 
no good tackling the symptom and ignoring the cause. Many invaders have 
reached a point where control is not an affordable option, and with limited 
resources one needs to understand where action is likely to be effective. That 
means identifying risks at an early stage of colonisation while containment 
can be achieved, studying effects both here and in environmentally similar 
parts of the world. 

For some species such as New Zealand Pygmyweed it is too late for this 
approach, and however much people may want it, intervention has so 
far not proved beneficial and sometimes makes things worse. But other 
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plants which gave rise to similar scares went through a ‘boom and bust’ 
cycle in a hundred years or so. Meanwhile, it is worth remembering that 
a large majority of non-native plants have no disastrous effects and can 
be appreciated for their aesthetic appeal, scientific interest and even their 
economic value.

Talk given February 2016

Natural history. Naturally.

New Zealand Pygmyweed 
Crassula helmsii
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The Galapagos Islands

Dr Ken Collins and Jenny Mallinson

School of Ocean and Earth Science, University of Southampton

Ken and Jenny first visited these very special islands thirty years ago as 
tourists and have returned many times since. Located on the equator off 
the west coast of South America, they belong to Ecuador but Ecuadorians 
no longer have the right to migrate here. Over time Galapagos has been 
subjected to very unstable politics giving concerns about the protection and 
management of this unique and vulnerable archipelago. The group consists 
of 18 main islands, 3 smaller islands, and 107 rocks and islets situated at the 
Galapagos Triple Junction on the Nazca Plate. Tectonic plates are moving 
over a hot spot where the Earth’s crust is melted by a mantle plume creating 
a series of volcanoes on the ocean floor, some of which grow to rise over 
1000m above sea level. The first islands formed more than 8 million years 
ago but some of these have been eroded away. Some more recent volcanoes 
are still active and new islands being created. Superimposed on a map of 
the UK the total area of land is very small and the spread is less than half 
the size of England, with Isabela the largest island measuring 75% of the 
total land area.

Maps from 1800s show extensive whaling activity in the Pacific, and 
Galapagos was a station for stocking up with supplies. Pirates also plundered 
the area. Favourite was Giant Tortoise which were kept live upside down 
in the ship’s hold for up to a year to provide fresh meat. The whales were 
depleted to such an extent that whaling disappeared from this area after 
1880. Visited by HMS Beagle in 1835, it was where Darwin noted the 
differences in tortoises and finches on the islands, giving rise to his theories 
on natural selection and evolution. The Charles Darwin Research Station 
was founded in 1959 under UNESCO to promote environmental education 
and conduct scientific research, with worldwide support to protect the 
Islands. The Galapagos Conservation Trust is a British charity set up by the 
Royal Society in 2011 which focusses on conservation and sustainability. 
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Although on the equator, climatic conditions are not constant, not hot, and 
vary between islands and even within an island. On larger islands the pattern 
is generally wet, green, and lush in highland areas, and drier lowlands of arid 
desert conditions with cacti and bare volcanic rock. Sea water temperatures 
in some areas are similar to those off the Dorset coast; other areas are more 
tropical supporting coral reefs, with remarkably short distances between. 
The Humboldt Current brings cold water from the Antarctic and is a major 
upwelling system rich in nutrients which supports an abundance of marine 
life in the deep seas and the fish are in magnificent condition away from any 
pollution. Every few years the area is devastated by El Niño events which 
change currents, and warm surface sea temperatures, drastically reducing 
the productivity of the 
water, severely impacting 
the marine life, particularly 
marine iguanas and corals.

The Galapagos Islands are 
home to a unique set of 
creatures, including strange 
cute small penguins, odd 
considering it is on the 
Equator. Marine Iguanas are 
only found on Galapagos. 
After basking in the morning 
sun to warm up, they feed 
underwater, grazing on 
specific seaweeds, coming 
out of the cold sea in the 
afternoon to warm up again. 
None of the wildlife are 
wary of humans; they are 
quite happy with close 
encounters, and birds will 
venture onto dining tables 
at mealtimes. Land Iguanas 
eat prickly pear cactus. 
Photos showed them just 

Galapagos Penguin 
Pheniscus mendiculus
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laying around in the public park with people walking by. The fish market 
is a busy place and not just for humans — sea lions waiting for discarded 
guts lay under the slabs, pelicans, herons, and Lava Gulls all mixing with 
people and waiting for a free meal. It does mean that visitors to the islands 
have to be carefully managed so that they do not inadvertently bring in any 
foreign pest or disease which could devastate the unique flora and fauna. 
There are lots of sharks except during El Niño events and Ken and Jenny 
have never felt threatened while diving with them. 

Sharks have been depleted by shark finning but, as it now costs £5,000 for 
a diving trip in Galapagos, having live sharks is worth more than the fin 
trade and is giving the sharks protection. Thirty years ago lobster fishing 
was banned, so the fishermen went for sea cucumbers which are dried and 
sent to SE Asia where they are prized in cooking like tasty stock cubes. So 
great was the increase in sea cucumber fishermen that a brothel ship was 
set up where they could pay in sea cucumbers! Eventually after dramatic 
declines, the sea cucumber fishery was stopped. To some extent this was 
replaced by illegal shark finning, again for the SE Asian market. There 
was revision of a marine reserve management plan 1997‒2000 as tourism 
increased. Most tourists to the National Park have to pay a tax to support 

Galapagos sea lion 
Zalophus wollebaeki
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the park, but the higher income is offset by the greater impact of increased 
numbers on this unique fragile ecosystem. There is optimism the financial 
reward which provides employment is also an incentive to sustain the 
wildlife populations, and tourist access is totally controlled with lots of 
guides who are also trained to keep an eye out for developing problems. 
Galapagos never ceases to surprise. It was thought that a single species 
of Giant Tortoise was present on one island but separated by inhospitable 
habitat. It has now been found they are two species with the new one named 
after a local Ecuadorian who had looked after Lonesome George, the world’s 
most famous tortoise, for forty years. 

The area is also a marine reserve, with underwater surveys undertaken 
which include sea mounts where echinoderms graze the rocks bare. Marine 
invasive species travel on the bottom of ships so there is a risk from marine 
traffic arriving in the reserve and this is a serious concern. Both Green 
Turtles and Hawksbill Turtles are present and Grape Seaweed has arrived 
in one bay and is spreading, which the turtles like, but the Marine Iguanas 
do not and could find that their food source has been overwhelmed by 
the invading seaweed. More extreme temperatures associated with global 
warming together with invasive seaweeds could cause the demise and 
extinction of Marine Iguanas.

Talk given October 2016

Reviewed by Daphne Woods 
Further information from
Charles Darwin Foundation: http://www.darwinfoundation.org/en/
Galapagos Conservation Trust: http://galapagosconservation.org.uk/ 

Marine Iguana 
Amblyrhynchus cristatus
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Members’ Records 2016

Phil Budd

I would like to thank the following for the records submitted during the 
course of 2016: Andy Barker, Rowan Bright, Paul Brock, Alan Budd, Philip 
Budd, Catherine Corney, Mike Creighton, Kathy Emmott, Graham Harrison-
Watts, Joydip Hazra, Dave Hubble, Peter Hyde, Chris Jackson, Anthea 
Jones, Vernon Jones, Sue Lambert, Graham Manchip, Julian Moseley, Dave 
Munday, John Norton, Mark Painter, Alison Parsons, John Poland, Keith 
Plumridge, Jan Schubert, Anna Stewart, Dennis Trunecka, Lydia Trunecka, 
Ian White, Paul Winter and Katherine Wood. I would also like to thank some 
other recorders who expressed a wish to remain anonymous. Apologies if 
I have missed anyone out.

Please see our new web-site: sotonnhs.org for on-going up to date reports 
during 2017.

Flora & Fungi
A lot more information on flora records can be found on certain web-
sites such as those produced by the Hampshire Fungus Recording 
Group: hampshirefungi.org.uk ,  the Wessex Lichen Society: 
wessexlichengroup.org and the Flora Group of the Hampshire Wildlife 
Trust: hwt.org.uk/pages/-hampshire-flora-group.

Fungi

There were no lichen records of significance in 2016.

The winter and spring (January to April) 2016 were very wet and extremely 
mild. Fungi like the rain but not too much. Also a little frost between rain 
belts can encourage fungi growth. Therefore, the early part of the year 
was poor for fungi. Scarlet Elf Cup Sarcoscypha sp., was seen at Weston 
Common, Sholing on the exceptionally early date of 3 January. Two spring 
records of interest were Bog Beacon Mitrula paludosa at Homesley 
Inclosure, New Forest on 14 April and my only sighting of St George’s 
Mushroom Calocybe gambosum this year, at Pound Street, Bitterne on 
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11 May. All other fungi records, of interest, were made from September 
to December.

I led several local fungus forays in the 
autumn. Firstly, on 15 October, I led a 
public foray in aid of Sustainability Week 
in the north-west corner of the common. 
Attended by 18 people, the fungi were 
more abundant than expected and 39 
species were identified. These included 
two species that were probably ‘new’ 
to the common i.e. Amanita franchetii 
and the distinctive Frosty Fibrecap 
Inocybe maculata. 28 species of fungi 
were observed by 20 people at the 
southern end of Southampton Common 
(including the Old Cemetery) on the 
society public foray of 6 November. 
Of these 28 species 5 were ‘new’ to 
the Southampton Common South grid 
square and I can’t recall seeing Orange-

peel Fungus Aleuria aurantia on Southampton Common previously. 
The society held a foray on the private land at The Holt on 16 October. 
7 members saw 33 species of fungi and most of these were found in the 
large woodland area known as Dur Wood. The highlights here were Giant 
Puffball Calvatia gigantea, Sessile Earthstar Geastrum fimbriatum, Nut 
Disco (sounds fun!) Hymenoscyphus fructigenus and two specimens 
of Dog Stinkhorn Mutinus caninus. A fungus survey was conducted at 
Peartree Green on 30th October for the friends group and 19 species were 
discovered, most of which were new to the site. The highlights here were 
Star Fibrecap Inocybe asterospora, with its very distinctive star-shaped 
spores, and two small parasols, Lepiota pseudohelveola and the deadly 
poisonous but tangerine-scented Lepiota josserandii. I also led one fungus 
foray for the Hampshire Fungus Recording Group. This was at St Mary’s 
Extra Cemetery, Sholing on 20th November. The highlights were a new 
waxcap to the site, Hygrocybe glutinipes, and the deadly parasol Lepiota 
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josserandii. Splendid Webcap Inocybe splendidissima, well known at this 
site, was also on show in the usual area.

The autumn of 2016 was a rather average season for fungi. In 2015 fungi 
in woodland fungi numbers were poor whilst there was plenty to see in 
grassland habitats. In autumn 2016 the opposite was very much the case with 
some woodland areas very productive for fungi, especially the New Forest 
area, but surprisingly little in open grassland. Also of note was that 2016 
was particularly good for certain species. For example, Sweet Poisonpie 
Hebeloma sacchariolens and Clustered Bonnet Mycena inclinata appeared 
‘everywhere’ as did Winter Agaric Flammulina velutipes in December.

Twelve other interesting fungi records, in date order:
Leccinum duriusculum Slate Bolete, Weston Common, Sholing, under poplar, 3/9
Calvatia gigantea Giant Puffball, Dundridge Nature Reserve, 2 seen, 20/9
Marasmiellus vaillantii Goblet Parachute, West Walk, Forest of Bere, 29/10
Leucoagaricus badhamii Blushing Dapperling, Water Lane, Owselbury, 3 seen, 2/11
Perenniporia fraxinea a bracket fungus, Water Lane, Owselbury, on old Ash, 2/11
Grifola frondosa Hen-of-the-Woods, Somerset Ave, Harefield, at base of oak, 13/11
Geastrum floriforme Daisy Earthstar, Sholing, 40+ under Leyland Cypress, 20/11
Tricholoma scalpturatum Yellowing Knight, West Quay car park, under Hornbeam, 20/11
Macrocystidia cucumis Cucumber Cap, Warburton Rd, Thornhill, 26/11
Cordyceps militaris Scarlet Caterpillar Club, Sloden Inclosure, 2 (field meeting), 17/12
Trametes ochracea, Weston Common, on fallen Grey Poplar, 20/12
Exidia recisa, Weston Common, on sallow, 22/12

Bryophytes (mosses and liverworts)

On a meeting, joint with Hampshire Flora Group, along the railway 
footpath at Freemantle on 3 April some Bryophyte recording took place. 
John Norton identified two interesting mosses here, the Sand Feather-
moss Brachythecium mildeanum and Megapolitan Feather-moss 
Rhynchostegium megapolitanum. On a Bryophyte survey at Exbury 
Gardens on 13 April some 46 species of Bryophyte identified. The most 
interesting were River Feather-moss Brachythecium rivulare, St Winifred’s 
Moss Chiloscyphus polyanthus (this is a liverwort despite the name), 
Greater Fork-moss Dicranum majus and Dusky Beard-moss Didymodon 
luridus. Three other records of interest in 2016 were: Curving Feather-
moss Scorpiurium circinatum on sea wall by Netley Castle on 6 April 
(this species also grows on Netley Abbey), Common Hair-cap Polytrichum 
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commune in one area of Lord’s Wood on 17 July and Fountain Apple-moss 
Philonotus fontana at Shipton Bottom, East Boldre on 9 October.

Vascular Flora

The winter of 2015/16 was extremely mild in case anyone didn’t notice. 
Just to confirm this a two-hour walk around Bitterne on 1 January revealed 
36 species of plants in flower. This doesn’t include all the extra species 
that were flowering in people’s gardens. Species seen in flower that day 
included Primrose, Bulbous Buttercup, Cherry Plum, Smooth Hawksbeard 
and Dove’s-foot Crane’s-bill. 

Native Species 

A complete vascular plant survey of Peartree Green was carried out, on 
various dates, for the Friends of Peartree Green. Several species of interest 
were discovered. 100 plants of Rue-leaved Saxifrage were found on bare 
ground in one area and Long-stalked Crane’s-bill was also found on 2 
May. Corky-fruited Water-dropwort was found on 24 June and over 
1000 spikes of Pyramidal Orchid were counted on 19 June. Two more 
plants of note found later were Betony on 8 July and 2 fruiting spikes of 
Broad-leaved Helleborine on 30 October. New colonies of Bee Orchid 
and of Autumn Lady’s-tresses were found in the Southampton area in 
2016. 30 spikes of Bee Orchid were found by a member of the Friends of 
Weston Shore at a site inland of Weston Parade in June and 10 spikes of 
Autumn Lady’s-tresses were seen at the roundabout of junction 8 of the 
M27 (Bursledon) on 11 September. Another new record for Weston Shore 
was Annual Beard-grass Polypogon monspeliensis. This was found at 
the eastern end of the shore on 17 July.

There were some interesting records of native plants surviving in odd 
corners of the urban environment. Wood Melick was found growing along 
West End Rd near St Francis Ave on 8 May and Wood Anemone is still 
surviving at Mousehole Copse, Bitterne and seen on 11 May. At Hut Wood, 
Chilworth the central strip in the north of the wood has become overgrown, 
but there is a new clearing in the centre of the wood and a rather older one 
at the western (Chilworth) end. On 25 June, several surviving heathland 
and acid woodland plants of interest found in the latter location including 
Bristle Bent-grass, Green-ribbed (Moor) Sedge, Heath-grass and Heath 
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Woodrush. Similarly, in the north-western part of Lord’s Wood several 
interesting plants survive in clayey rides, including Common Yellow Sedge, 
Smooth-stalked Sedge, Lesser Skullcap and Zigzag Clover. Perhaps the 
most significant find though was of a scarce species in Hampshire, the Great 
Woodrush Luzula sylvatica. A large clump of this discovered by a small 
path in the middle of Lord’s Wood Plantation on 12 July.

Other interesting records of native species in 2016 included the 
following: 
Narcissus pseudonarcissus Wild Daffodil, Dodwell Lane, Bursledon, on wooded bank, 
26/2; Chalcroft Farm, West End, 50 in shady field, 3/3
Torilis nodosa Knotted Hedge-parsley, Sullivan Rd, Sholing, 2 plants on kerbside, 12/6; 
Plymouth Drive, Stubbington, 20+ plants, 15/12
Potentilla x mixta a hybrid cinquefoil, Southampton Old Cemetery, 26/6
Potamogeton crispus Curled Pondweed, River Itchen near White Swan Pub, 19/8
Zostera marina Eel Grass, Calshot Shore, at field meeting, 18/9
Helleborus foetidus Stinking Hellebore, Water Lane, Owselbury, 2 seen, 2/11 (probably 
a garden escape at this location)

Non-native Species

Some interesting records of naturalised flowering plants during 2016 
are as follows:
Claytonia perfoliata Spring Beauty, Mayflower Park, not in bloom, 13/1
Elaeagnus pungens Oleaster, Hook, a 6-foot-tall bush, bird sown?, 10/2
Symphytum caucasicum Caucasian Comfrey, edge of Mousehole Copse, Bitterne, 100, 28/3
Alnus cordata Italian Alder, Peartree Green, small tree by railway, 2/5
Sutera cordata, Commercial Rd, Bitterne, base of wall, 10/5
Potentilla indica Yellow-flowered Strawberry, Hum Hole, Bitterne, a new site, 11/5
Inula helenium Elecampane, Southampton Old Cemetery, 26/6
Cotoneaster franchetii Franchet’s Cotoneaster, Peartree Green, 8/7
Crocosmia paniculata Aunt-Eliza, Peartree Green, 8/7
Fallopia baldschuanica Russian-vine, Hungerford Valley, Bursledon, 16/7
Eschscholzia californica Californian Poppy, Stoke Park Rd, Bishopstoke, base of wall, 20/7
Aster novi-belgii Confused Michaelmas-daisy, Peartree Green, 26/8
Arbutus unedo Strawberry-tree, Hamble Common, a mature tree, 5/1
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Fauna
Marine Invertebrates

There were a good number of records of marine fauna in 2016. On 
18 September, a small group of 5 members met at Calshot Shore and 
Dave Hubble ably assisted myself as the leader was unable to attend. Species 
of interest recorded that day included:
Porifera (sponges): Hymeniacidon perleve – 3 seen 
Cnidaria: Sagartia troglodytes (a burrowing anemone) – 10 seen
Annelida: Lepidonotus clava (a scale worm) – 2 seen
Mollusca: Zirfaea crispata – dead shell
Crustacea: Cancer pagurus Edible Crab – 1 seen; Galathea squamifera Squat Lobster 
– 7 seen; Maja squinado Spiny Spider Crab – 2 seen live; Orchestia cavimana; Pagurus 
bernhardus (a hermit crab) – 2 seen; Pisidia longicornis Long-clawed Porcelain Crab
Ascidiacea (sea squirts): Botrylloides leachi & Ciona intestinalis

On Sunday 20 November, a major storm named Angus struck southern 
England and then just after a huge wreck of marine life was reported at 
Southsea Shore, Portsmouth. I investigated the stretch between Southsea 
Castle and the old South Parade Pier on 27 November. As well as finding 
old ray egg sacs or mermaid’s purses (reported under ‘Fish’) there were 
over 300 dead and decaying Common Starfish Asterias ruber littering the 
high tide line. Among other things found were large, dead Dahlia Anemones 
Urticina felina; dead bodies in shells of the mollusc Blunt Gaper Mya 
truncata; numerous dead Spiny Spider Crab Maja squinado and a dead 
adult Velvet Swimming Crab Necora puber. It was obvious that the storm 
had impacted on the sea bed quite severely. Elsewhere there were two 
records of Broad-clawed Porcelain Crab Porcellana platycheles of interest 
for 2016. These were of two under stones on the shore at Netley Cliff on 
6 April and of some seen in the River Test just off Redbridge Wharf Park 
on 14 August.

Non-marine Invertebrates (except Arachnids & Insects)

Three records of flatworms were received in 2016. 700 specimens of the 
alien Australian Flatworm Ausatraloplana sanguinea were reported at 
Otterbourne Allotments on 29 April. 4 small individuals of the flatworm 
Kontrikia ventrolineata were seen eating a Sloe Bug Dolycoris baccarum 
at a Bishopstoke garden on 11 May and one specimen of Microplana 
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terrestris was found eating an Earth Ball fungus Scleroderma sp., at Bunny 
Hill, Sholing on 3 September. The only terrestrial mollusc record of interest 
was of Round-mouthed Snail (= Land Winkle) Pomatias elegans found at 
Warsash Common on 15 June. This is a very unusual record as this species 
of snail is virtually confined to chalky districts. Of the crustaceans, the alien 
land-hopper Arcitaltrus dorrieni continues to increase in the Southampton 
area. Three records of land-hopper were received in 2016; they were found 
at Warsash Common on 12 July, they were abundant in leaf litter near to 
the Sholing Valley Study Centre on 3 October and one was found hiding 
in the gills of the toadstool Tricholoma album at Peartree Green on 30th 
October. There were also two records of Diplopoda (millipedes) of interest; 
these were of Brachydesmus superus at Warsash Common on 10 August 
and of Nanogona poilydesmoides found at Suett’s Lane (near Bishop’s 
Waltham) on 27 October.

Arachnida

There were a few records of Opiliones (harvestmen) in the Bishop’s 
Waltham area in 2016. Oligolophus tridens was found at Sandy Lane on 10 
March (a juvenile) and at Beechen Copse on 20 September (female). Opilio 
canestrinii was recorded in a Bishop’s Waltham garden on 15 September. 
There was even a record of a pseudo scorpion at Bishop’s Waltham Palace on 
25 October, this was identified as the Two-eyed Chelifer Roncus lubricus.

Most of the spider records, of interest in 2016, were from the Bishop’s 
Waltham area but with a few more from elsewhere. A summary of these 
records is as follows:
Ero cambridgei, Beechen Copse, near Bishop’s Waltham, 14/10
Gibbaranea gibbosa, Oak Rd, Bishop’s Waltham, 6/6
Heterodictyna puella Bleeding Heart Spider, Lock’s Heath garden, 5/6; Hoe Rd Memorial 
Meadow, 4/8
Micaria pulicaria, Oak Rd, Bishop’s Waltham, 28/3
Ostearius melanopygius, Oak Rd, Bishop’s Waltham, 5/8
Pardosa amentata, Chapel Rd, Swanmore, 25/3
Pardosa nigriceps, Oak Rd, Bishop’s Waltham, an immature specimen, 4/9
Segestria florentina, Abshot Close, Titchfield Common, 9/8; Bishop’s Waltham Palace, 22/9
Segestria senoculata, Bishop’s Waltham Church, outside the church wall, 8/10
Tegenaria silvestris, Hoe Rd, Bishop’s Waltham, a female and eggs, 21/7
Theridion blackwalli, Springvale, Swanmore, 1 female, 13/7
Zelotes latreillei, Dundridge Lane near Hazel Holt, female among 40 mining bee nests, 14/4
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Zygiella x-notata, Southampton University, Highfield, hundreds of webs under 
an overhang, 28/10

Insects

Odonata

The earliest Odonata record in 2016 was Large Red Damselfly at 
Southampton Common on 18 April and the latest was a female Common 
Darter at Stubbington on 30 November. A male Banded Demoiselle in a 
garden at Sirdar Rd, Portswood was seen on 14 May and was the first ever 
record here. There were records for Downy Emerald and Four-spotted 
Chaser at Testwood lakes on 6 June and a male Emerald Damselfly 
at Gypsy Mile, Lord’s Wood on 12 July. Despite these sightings some 
observers reported that 2016 was a poor year for dragonflies and damselflies 
and my own personal sightings seemed to back this up.

Orthoptera

Southern Oak Bush Cricket (Meconema meridionale) continues to spread 
in the Southampton area. One was disturbed when watering in a Chandler’s 
Ford garden on 24 August and another was found dead at Warsash Common 
on 12 September. There were no other Orthoptera records of note in 2016. 

Hemiptera 

A species of squash-bug that continues to do well in Southampton after it’s 
relatively recent colonisation is the Box Bug Gonocerus acuteangulatus. 
At Rareridge Lane, Bishop’s Waltham on 20th May this species was found 
on its original food plant, Box Buxus sempervirens and it was found close 
to a box bush, but on Geranium, in a Lock’s Heath garden on 19 May. At 
St Catherine’s Hill, Winchester on 15 May this species was reported on 
Hawthorn.

Some other 2016 Hemiptera records of interest are as follows:
Aneuris laevis a flat bug, Stoke Park Wood, 5/6
Aradus depressus a flat bug (dead nymph), Oak Rd, Bishop’s Waltham, 2/12
Corizus hyoscyami, Lock’s Heath garden, on geranium, 11/5
Deraeocoris flavilinea, Canada Rd, Woolston, at MV light at field meeting, 9/7
Ledra aurita Eared Leafhopper, Lock’s Heath garden, 2 at MV light, 19/7
Leptopterna ferrugata, Bishop’s Waltham Palace, 8/7
Polymerus nigrita, Dundridge Nature Reserve, 9/6
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Stephanitis takeyai, Chandler’s Ford garden, 3 seen (Andromeda Lace Bug), 9/6
Troilus luridus Bronze Shieldbug, Hoe Rd Memorial Meadow, on Blackthorn, 9/6

Homoptera

There were several leafhopper reports from the Bishop’s Waltham area and 
these included Sage Leafhopper Eupteryx melissae at Free Street/Shore 
Lane area on 21 September, and at Oak Rd Megophthalmus scabripennis 
on 4 February and Idiocerus vittifrons on 28 November. On sallow can 
sometimes be found the black-spotted grey Large Grey Willow Aphid 
Tuberolachnus salignus.  This species was found between West Hoe Lane 
and Hoe Rd, near Bishop’s Waltham, on 26 August and is probably the 
largest aphid found in Britain.

The web-site micropics.org.uk is very useful in the determination of adult 
Hemiptera and Homoptera.

Neuroptera 

There were two records of identified brown lacewings in 2016. Hemerobius 
humulinus was found at Suett’s Lane, near Bishop’s Waltham, on 6 May 
and Wesmaelius subnebulosus was identified in a Bitterne Manor garden 
on the very early date of 10 January.

Lepidoptera: Butterflies

The earliest records of selected species in 2016 were as follows:
Brimstone, Hollybrook Close, Shirley, 15/3
Comma, Hawthorns Centre, 11/3
Painted Lady, East Park, on the exceptionally early date of 28/1
Peacock, Donkey Common, Bitterne, 30/3
Red Admiral, Bitterne Rd East, 7/2
Small Tortoiseshell, Mill Lane, Droxford, 12/3
Small White, Bishopstoke (flying indoors) on the very early 
date of 28/1 

The latest dates of selected species in 2016 were 
as follows:
Brimstone, Cedar Ave, Shirley, 31/10
Comma, Bishop’s Waltham Palace, 25/10
Peacock, Hawthorns Centre, 3/10
Red Admiral, Bitterne Rd East, 28/11
Speckled Wood, North Pond, Bishop’s Waltham, 25/10 

Clouded Yellow  
Colias croceus
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A butterfly was seen flying at Bursledon Rd, Thornhill near Hinkler Rd 
junction on 29 December. This was the latest butterfly report of the year 
and the species was probably a Small Tortoiseshell.

2016 was not a particularly good year for butterflies but some records 
of interest, are as follows:
Brown Argus, Hum Hole, Bitterne, first record at this site, 1 female, 11/8
Clouded Yellow, Southampton Old Cemetery, 23/8; Hawthorns Wildlife Centre, first for 
many years, 13/9
Painted Lady, Peartree Green, first of five summer records, 24/6; Dimond Rd, Bitterne 
Park, last of five summer records, 31/8
Silver-washed Fritillary Hungerford Valley, Bursledon, 16/7; Hum Hole, Bitterne, first 
record at this site, 1 female, 11/8
Small Blue, Dundridge Reserve, 8 seen, 9/6
Small Copper, Northam Bridge, first record for here, 13/9
White-letter Hairstreak, Southampton Common, 11/7; also still found at Peartree Green

Lepidoptera: Moths

2016 wasn’t a particularly good year for moths but 
a fair number of records were received nevertheless. 
A very good web-site for more information 
about both macro moths and micro moths is 
ukmoths.org.uk.

There were three Hummingbird Hawk-
moth records in 2016. The first was 
at valerian at Sirdar Rd, Portswood 
on 1 July, then followed another at 
Pelargonium at Oak Rd, Bitterne Park 
on 6 July and the last record was at 
Verbena in Bishop’s Waltham on 14 September. There was a record of 
another migrant hawkmoth, the Convolvulus Hawk-moth. This was of an 
adult seen at Convolvulus arvensis (Field Bindweed) in a Shirley garden 
at 2:30am on 15 September. I’ll have to go out into my garden more in the 
early hours to see what I can see!  The most unusual record received was 
of four Toadflax Brocade larvae on Purple Toadflax Linaria purpurea at 
Vespasian Rd and found on 4 July. This is a very distinctive caterpillar and 
the details seem to fit so I’ve decided to report this without photographic 
(or other) evidence.
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Other 2016 macro-moth records, of interest, were as follows:
Cinnabar, Sirdar Rd, Portswood, unusual in gardens, 11/7
December Moth, University College of Winchester, at lighted window, 9/1
Early Grey, Lock’s Heath garden, larva on a very early date, 4/2
Eyed Hawkmoth, Bishopstoke garden, seen indoors, 15/7
Jersey Tiger, Lock’s Heath garden, at MV light, 23/8
Kent Black Arches, Hoe Rd Memorial Garden, 23/7
Leopard Moth, Coldeast, Sarisbury Green, at MV light, 23/7
Mullein Moth, Bitterne Manor garden, 2 larvae on Buddleia, 3/6
Oak Rustic, Lock’s Heath garden, at MV light, 10/11; another on 8/12
Pinion-streaked Snout, Lock’s Heath garden, at MV light, 30/8
Puss Moth, Beechen Copse, Bishop’s Waltham, larvae, 8/7
Small Emerald, under Bitterne Bypass, at subway lights, 15/7
Small Yellow Underwing, Stockbridge Down, field meeting, 28/5
White-line Snout, Coldeast, Sarisbury Green, at MV light, 23/7
White-point, Denny Wood, New Forest, field meeting, 2/7

Examples of the more interesting micro-moth records received  
in 2016 are as follows: 
Aethes cnicana, Romsey garden, at MV light, 27/8
Alabonia geofrella, Barge Canal, Romsey, 30/5
Amblyptilia acanthadactyla, West of Stoneham Lane, on sallow blooms, 21/3
Ancylis badiana, Cricklemede Meadow, Bishop’s Waltham, 29/7
Blastobasis rebeli, Lock’s Heath garden, at MV light, 27/7
Cochylis hybridella, Bevois Valley garden, 26/8
Coleophora lutaria, Hoe Rd area, Bishop’s Waltham, 20/5
Coleophora lutipennella, St Catherine’s Hill, Winchester, on oak, 15/5
Dichomeris marginella, Lock’s Heath garden, at MV light, 19/7 
Dichrorampha acuminatana, Burridge Millennium Pond, 26/5
Enarmonia formosana, Lock’s Heath garden, at MV light, 6/6; another seen on 19/7 
Eriocrania unimaculella, Warsash Common, 21/4
Incurvaria masculella, Hoe Rd area, Bishop’s Waltham, 20/5
Mompha propinquella, Lock’s Heath garden, at MV light, 19/7
Monopis crocicapitella, Lock’s Heath garden, at MV light, 11/6
Pammene aurana, Stephen’s Castle Down, on Hogweed, 9/7
Psychoides filicivora, Oak Rd, Bishop’s Waltham, 3/6
Stigmella assimilella, Marwell Zoo, mine in Aspen leaves, 12/9
Tachystola acroxantha, Lock’s Heath garden, at MV light, 30/8

Hymenoptera

The earliest dates in 2016 for selected species are as follows:
Andrena bicolor a mining bee, Little Shore Lane, Bishop’s Waltham, 15/3
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Andrena haemorrhoa Early Mining Bee, Lord’s Wood,14/3
Anthophora plumipes Hairy-footed Flower Bee, Cedar Rd, Shirley, 15/3
Bombus lapidarius Red-tailed Bumble-bee, Southampton Sports Centre, 22/3
Bombus pascuorum Dead-nettle Carder-bee, Donkey Common, Bitterne, 17/4
Bombus pratorum Early Bumble-bee, Bitterne Rd East, 12/4
Nomada fucata Painted Nomad Bee, Swanmore Rd, Hoe, 31/3
Vespula vulgaris Common Wasp, Cedar Ave, Shirley, (an emerged queen), 11/3

Some latest dates of Hymenoptera species seen in 2016 are as follows:
Apis mellifera Honey Bee, Bitterne Precinct on Mahonia, 14/12
Bombus pascuorum Dead-nettle Carder-bee, West Walk, Forest of Bere on ivy, 29/10
Bombus terrestris Buff-tailed Bumble-bee, Bitterne Precinct on Mahonia, 14/12
Vespa crabro Hornet, Marlhill Copse, Townhill, 7/10
Vespula germanica German Wasp, North Pond, Bishop’s Waltham, 28/11
Vespula vulgaris Common Wasp, Bitterne Precinct on Mahonia, 9/12

A selected list of other interesting Hymenoptera records received in 
2016 is as follows:
Aganioideus cinctellus a spider hunting wasp, Dundridge Reserve, 3/8
Aglaostigma fulvipes a sawfly, Bishop’s Waltham Palace, mating pair, 13/5
Anthidium manicatum Wool-carder Bee, Lock’s Heath garden, at Purple Toadflax, 25/6
Colletes hederae, Ivy Bee, Bitterne Bypass, 300 seen, 10/10; Blackhorse Lane, Shirrell 
Heath, 100 seen by 400 nests, 12/10
Ectemnius lituratus a digger wasp, Bitterne Rd East, 5/10
Halictus tumulorum Bronze Furrow-bee, Bishopstoke garden, 2 on Ceanothus, 12/5
Hylaeus communis Common Yellow-face, East Park, several, 4/7
Macropis europaea Yellow-loosestrife Bee, Green Lane, Old Netley, 5 on Yellow 
Loosestrife, 16/7
Melecta albifrons Common Mourning-bee, Bishop’s Waltham, 1 male, 12/4
Melitta leporina Clover Melitta (bee), Oak Rd, Bishop’s Waltham, 5/7
Nomada striata, Blunt-jawed Nomad, Dundridge Reserve, 1 female, 9/6
Osmia bicolor Two-coloured Mason, Martin Down, field meeting, 15/5
Osmia caerulescens Blue Mason Bee, Oak Rd, Bishop’s Waltham, 1 female, 24/5; Bitterne 
Rd East, 2 males and a female, 29/5
Sphecodes ephippius Bare-saddled Blood-bee, St Catherine’s Hill, Winchester, 1 female, 
15/5
Sphecodes hyalinatus Furry-bellied Blood-bee, Paradise Lane, Bishop’s Waltham, 25/7
Tenthredo marginata a sawfly, Waltham Chase Meadow, 30/7
Tenthredo notha a sawfly, Dundridge Reserve, 9/6

Diptera (Two-winged Flies)

Some records of early dates for Diptera for 2016 were as follows:
Bombylius major Common Bee-fly, Bitterne Bypass, 14/3
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Episyrphus balteatus Marmalade Hoverfly, Cott Street Lane, Swanmore , 8 seen, 24/3
Eristalis pertinax a hoverfly, Oak Rd, Bishop’s Waltham, 18/2
Eupeodes luniger a hoverfly, Donkey Common, Bitterne, 17/3
Meliscaeva auricollis a hoverfly, Cedar Ave, Shirley, 23/2

Some records of late dates for Diptera in 2016 were as follows:
Episyrphus balteatus Marmalade Hoverfly, Water Lane, Owselbury on ivy, 2/11
Eristalis pertinax a hoverfly, Stubbington on ivy, 22/11
Eristalis tenax a hoverfly, Stubbington on ivy, 30/11
Eupeodes corollae a hoverfly, at Owselbury Church on ivy, 2/11
Eupeodes luniger a hoverfly, at Stubbington on ivy, 30/11
Myathropa florea a hoverfly, Water Lane, Owselbury on ivy, 2/11

In 2016 certain species of fly were particularly abundant. A prime example 
of this was the very large Dark Giant Horsefly Tabanus sudeticus, which 
turned up ‘everywhere’ in July. The first record was at a Bitterne Rd East 
garden on 5 July, followed by reports from Brockenhurst on 12 July, Shop 
Lane at Old Netley on 16 July (dead on a road) and at a moth lamp at 
Coldeast, Sarisbury Green on 22 July.

A list of other interesting Diptera (two-
winged flies) records from 2016 are 
as follows:
Anasimyia contracta a hoverfly, Barge River, 
Romsey, 30/5
Atylotus latistriatus Saltmarsh Horsefly, Normandy 
Marsh, 4 seen, 22/7; Rat Island, Hurst Castle, 2 seen, 
9/8
Chrysotoxum verralli a hoverfly, Brockenhurst 
Marl Pools, 21/6
Criorhina flocculosa a hoverfly, Hoe Rd Memorial Meadow, a late date, 1/7
Dexiosoma caninum, Lord’s Wood Greenway, 6 on Red Currant, 17/7
Epicampocera succincta, Cricklemede, Bishops Waltham, 21/10
Geomyza tripunctata, New Rd, Swanmore, 23/3 
Gymnosoma rotundatum Ladybird Fly, King’s Way, Bishop’s Waltham, 23/5; The Holt, 
near Upham, on Hogweed, 18/6
Loxocera albiseta, Chalky Lane, Bishops Waltham, 14/10
Microdon analis a hoverfly, Brown Loaf, New Forest, 2/6
Nemopoda nitidula, Bishopstoke garden, 3 on Knapweed, 11/5
Nephrotoma flavipalpis a cranefly, Mottisfont Abbey Gardens, 19/6 
Ornithomyia avicularia a bird parasite, Bitterne Rd East garden, 14/7
Physocephala rufipes a Conopid fly, Bishopstoke garden, on scabious, 30/7
Rhingia rostrata a hoverfly, Little Hoe Farm, Swanmore, on Hawthorn, 4/5

Dark Giant Horsefly  
Tabanus sudeticus
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Stratiomys potamida Banded General, Claylands Reserve, 6/8
Stratiomys singularior Flecked General, Normandy Marsh, 4 seen, 22/7
Tephritis neesii, Bishopstoke garden, 3 on ox-eye daisy, 4/5
Thricops diaphanus, Bishop’s Waltham Moors, 21/10
Xyphosia miliaria a fruit fly, Bishop’s Waltham Palace, 28/7

Coleoptera (Beetles)

In the last report (for 2015) the Alder Leaf Beetle Agelastica alni featured 
very strongly and this species continued to spread in 2016. It is now so 
common that it is probably not worth publishing every single record. Stag 
Beetle Lucanus cervus continues to be a common and conspicuous member 
of Southampton’s beetle fauna. Three records of this latter species received 
in 2016 were of two in a Hamble garden on 5 June and further records at 
Hurlingham Gardens, Bassett on 10 June and Victor Street, Shirley on 2 
July. There was also a very interesting ‘first’ for within the Southampton city 
boundary. This was of Wood Dor Beetle Anoplotrupes stercorosus found 
on a fungus foray in the north of Southampton Common on 15 October. 
This beetle is commonly seen in woodlands in the autumn but not in places 
surrounded by built-up areas. There was also a second Southampton area 
record for Rose Beetle (= Rose Chafer) Cetonia aurata, this was seen in 
a garden near West End Copse on unspecified date in July. Another first for 
Southampton (in the SNHS database) was the snail-eating beetle Silpha 
laevigata, found at the northern end of Peartree Green on 26 August.

A selection of some of the many other beetle records received in 2016 
include the following:
Agapanthia villosoviridescens a longhorn beetle, Stephen’s Castle Down, 9/7
Agonum thoreyi a ground beetle, North Pond, Bishops Waltham, 25/10
Anthonomus pedicularius a weevil, Oak Rd, Bishop’s Waltham, 26/6 
Aphodius obliteratus a dung beetle, Bishop’s Waltham Moors, 2 seen, 21/10
Aphthona nonstriata a leaf beetle, Burridge Millenium Pond, 26/5
Cartodere bifasciata a scavenger beetle, Oak Rd, Bishops Waltham, 14/11
Chrysolina americana Rosemary Beetle, Surrey Rd, Chandler’s Ford, 3/7
Coccidula rufa a ladybird, Bishop’s Waltham Moors, 23/7
Cryptocephalus aureolus a leaf beetle, Southampton Old Cemetery, 26/6
Cryptocephalus pusillus a leaf beetle, Bishop’s Waltham Palace, 28/7
Curtonotus aulicus Thistle Seed Beetle, Beechen Copse, Dundridge, mating pair, 20/9
Drilus flavescens a scarce beetle, Dundridge Reserve, 1 male, 9/6; The Holt, near Upham, 
18/ 6
Hemicrepidius hirtus a click beetle, St Catherine’s Hill, 15/5
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Leiopus nebulosus a longhorn beetle, Anson Drive, Sholing, 12/6
Mecinus pyraster a weevil, Oak Rd, Bishops Waltham, 12/4
Mesosa nebulosa a longhorn beetle, Testwood Lakes, 3/6
Onthophagus coenobita a dung beetle, Cricklemede, Bishops Waltham, 6/5 
Paracorymbia fulva Tawny Longhorn, Stephen’s Castle Down, 3 seen, 9/7
Perigona nigriceps a ground beetle, Oak Rd, Bishops Waltham, 22/6 
Platynus assimilis a ground beetle, Bishop’s Waltham Moors, 21/10
Pseudovadonia livida a longhorn beetle, Beechen Copse, Dundridge, 2 seen, 8/7
Silvanus bidentata Two-toothed Grain Beetle, Oak Rd, Bishops Waltham, 4/10
Velleius dilatatu, Hornet Rove-beetle, Oak Rd, Bishops Waltham, at moth light, 6/8

Fish

There were a few records of marine fish reported in 2016. Blenny Lipophrys 
pholis was recorded in the River Test just off Redbridge Wharf Park on 14 
August; two Butterfish Pholis gunnellus were among the highlights seen 
at Calshot Shore on 18 September and cast up following storms at Southsea 
Shore (east of Southsea Castle) were the empty egg sacs of Thornback Ray 
Raja clavata and Spotted Ray Raja montagui (2), 
these were seen on 27 November. There 
was one freshwater fish record received in 
2016. This was of 4 Pike Exos lucius (2 adult 
and 2 immature) seen in a branch of the River Itchen at 
Bishopstoke on 21 May.

Amphibians & Reptiles

No reptile records of any importance received were received in 2016. 
Common Toad evidence of breeding (tadpoles) found at NW Lord’s Wood 
on 16 March. The first report of Common Frog spawn was at a Newtown 
Rd, Weston Park garden on 27 January. This was followed by a sighting of 
spawn in a large pool at Miller’s Pond, Sholing on 31 January. There were 
two records of Palmate Newt in 2016. These were of two in the remains of 
the Itchen Navigation Canal east of Mansbridge on 8 May and of a female 
at Hurlingham Gardens, Bassett on 20 June. Smooth Newt was recorded 
active at a Bishopstoke garden pond on 29 January; a maximum of at least 
4 adults there on 5 May and two ‘newtlings’ there on 13 August provided 
evidence of breeding.

(Egg Case) Spotted Ray  
Raja montagui
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Birds

Birds are thoroughly and extensively reported elsewhere and it would 
be appropriate for members with an interest in bird records to seek other 
sources of information including the annual Hampshire Bird Report and 
the quarterly Kingfisher magazine (of which I am currently the editor) 
produced by the Hampshire Ornithological Society: hos.org.uk. There 
are also a lot of up-to-date sightings on the web, including our own site: 
sotonnhs.org and, particularly, the very good Hampshire Going Birding 
site: goingbirding.co.uk/hants 

Some of the more interesting bird reports in the Southampton area 
through 2016 included:
Black Swan, Riverside Park, 3 adult and 5 immature, 2/10. Bred again here in 2016
Buzzard, Over Town Quay, Southampton, 13/1; 2 over Mount Pleasant, 4/5
Great Northern Diver, Windy Bay to Northam Bridge, 4/2
House Martin, Pilands Estate, Bursledon, 4 seen, 16/7. Possibly still breeding in this area 
Kingfisher, Hawthorns Centre, 5/9. Almost daily up to end of 2016. Miller’s Pond, Sholing, 
1 seen, 20/12
Little Owl, Near Moorgreen Farm, West End, 1 seen, 3/3 
Red Kite, Lower Lane, Bishop’s Waltham, 13-Mar-16, 1 over, 13/3; Hawthorns Centre, 
15-Mar-16, 2 over, 15/3; St Mary’s Rd, Bishopstoke, 1 over, 6/6
Redstart, Lord’s Wood, 1 male, 19/4; Hawthorns Centre, 1 female, 21/10
Shoveler, Cemetery Lake, Southampton Common, 7 seen, 2/4
Siskin, Lakeside Park, Eastleigh, 100 on Alders, 22/1; Cedar Ave, Shirley, first record for 
this garden, 13/3
Spotted Flycatcher, B & Q Garden Centre, Nursling, 27/5
Stock Dove, Palmerston Park (city centre), 13/2
Swift, Richmond Rd, first report for 2016, 26/4
Whitethroat, Newton Rd, Bitterne Park, a garden record and very early date, 17/3
Willow Warbler, Anson Drive, Sholing, singing male, 9/4; B & Q Garden Centre, Nursling, 
singing male, 29/4
Yellow-browed Warbler, Chickenhall Lane, Eastleigh, 6/1; Hawthorns Centre, 6/10, seen 
up to 12/10

In addition, there were a few interesting bird records at some of the Field 
Meetings during 2016 including a Little Gull at Blashford Lakes on 
17 April. There were once again many records of Firecrest around the 
woodlands of Southampton and some at ‘new’ sites but this bird is now 
considered too common to report all sightings. However private garden 
records would still be of interest.
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Mammals

Not many mammal records were received in 2016 but there were some 
interesting reports of Hedgehogs. The earliest report of Hedgehog activity 
was in a Newtown Rd, Weston Park garden on 27 January and the latest was 
an immature individual still active in a garden at Belmont Rd, Portswood 
on 14 November. A maximum of 7 Hedgehogs were reported in a garden 
at Cedar Ave, Shirley on 29 May and another was reported at Freemantle 
Lake Park on 5 April. It is encouraging that there have been so many 
Hedgehog sightings in Southampton this year. Other mammal records of 
interest, included a dead Brown Hare (road kill) by A2177 at Wintershill, 
Durley on 7 August; a Wood Mouse being eaten by a Jackdaw at Warsash 
Common on 12 April; a Weasel crossing Hamble Lane by Hamble Station 
on 24 January and another seen crossing road near Highbridge Farm on 
30th April and a Common Seal in River Itchen off Millbank on 31 March 
and another (or even possaibly the same individual) at Riverside Park on 
21 December.
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Weather Records 2016
Records made at Bitterne Road East, Bitterne (SU454129)

Phil Budd

2016 was another exceptionally warm year with average rainfall. January 
and February were much milder than normal and all the months from July 
to October were also warmer than would be expected. No month was 
significantly cooler than normal. January and June were exceptionally 
wet and July and December were particularly dry. The other months were 
relatively normal in terms of rainfall. The early winter period was very 
mild and rather wet; the spring was unsettled and relatively cool, but most 
of summer and autumn period was very warm and dry. Later in the year, 
as high pressure dominated, there was more foggy weather than we have 
seen for some time. Persistent high pressure close to the south led to a 
very dry but also mild December. There weren’t many gales in 2016 and 
most of them occurred in January, early February and late March. Apart 
from this there were two notable storms in the latter half of the year, one 
in August and the other in November. The summer was noted for several 
exceptionally warm nights.

I will now summarise the main weather phenomena of 2016:

29 December 2015 to 11 January 2016: 117mm (over four inches) rain fell 
in two weeks.

January. 1-2nd: Exceptionally low pressure, around 960mb at minimum, 
overnight. 19th: Coldest day of the year, maximum 4.8˚C; the coldest 
night of the first half of 2016 followed on 19-20th, minimum of -2.0˚C. 
26/27th: 27 hours of continuous rain from midday 26th to 3pm on 27th 

(27mm fell).

February. 6-8th: Exceptionally prolonged gales, up to Force 10, associated 
with Storm Imogen. 20-21st: Exceptionally mild night, minimum 11.8˚C, 
the warmest night before 8 May.
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March. 4th: Exceptional afternoon hail storms at 12:30pm and 3:30pm 
covered the ground. 7-8th: Last air frost of 2015/6 winter on an unusually 
early date.

11-23rd: 13 days with no rain; the longest dry period in the first half of 2016. 
28th: SW winds reached Force 11 (70mph) in Southampton and 100mph at 
The Needles. Storm named Katie. Gales also two days previously on 26th. 

May. 6th: First day maximum over 21˚C (70˚F); in most years, this happens at 
least once in April. 7-8th: An exceptionally warm early May night; minimum 
temperature 17.4˚C. 

June. 8th: First day maximum over 27˚C (80˚F); summer had arrived. 
16-25th: 100mm (four inches) rain in these ten days; exceptionally wet 
summer weather. On 16th about 20mm rain fell in 30 minutes during a 
thunderstorm between 4pm and 4.30pm. 22/23rd: 43.5mm rain recorded 
between 5pm on 23rd and 9am on 24th due to bands of thunderstorms. More 
severe thunderstorms and heavy rain caused problems in eastern Hampshire 
on afternoon of 25th.

July. 2nd: Rare summer hail storms in the afternoon marking the end of a 
very wet period. 3 July to 1 August: 29 days without significant rainfall; 
maximum on any day in period 1.5mm. 16th to 23rd: A very hot week 
with maximum temperatures over 27˚C (80˚F) for 8 consecutive days. 
19th: Hottest July day, maximum 31.2˚C. At 11pm the temperatures were 
as high as 26˚C (79˚F).

August. 4th to 17th: 14-day dry spell with no rainfall whatsoever. 20th: 
Very unusual summer storm; winds to Force 10 (60mph) in the morning. 
24th: Hottest day of the year, maximum 32.2˚C (over 90˚F for the only time 
in 2016). Exceptionally warm night followed, down to 20.2˚C. On night of 
25/26th a minimum of 20.0˚C recorded.

September. 5/6th: An exceptionally warm September night, minimum 
19.9˚C. 7th, 13th and 14th: Three September days with maximum temperatures 
over 27˚C (80˚F)

October. 3rd to 15th: 13 days of easterly winds; the longest such spell in 
2016. 21st: The coldest day in October but maximum temperature still 
13.8˚C nevertheless.
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November. 7/8th: First air frost of the winter 2016/7. 19/20th: Storm Angus 
occurred. Second wettest 24-hour total of rain in 2016 with 34mm recorded 
between 5.30pm on 19th and 8.30 am on 20th. Winds reached Force 10 
overnight and to 90mph at The Needles. November 23rd to December 8th: A 
16-day totally dry spell, the longest rain-less period in 2016. 29 November  
to 1 December: The coldest night-times in 2016 with three consecutive 
air frosts. The coldest temperature of the year was recorded at dawn on 1 
December, this was -2.1˚C.

December. 8/9th: Exceptionally warm winter night, minimum 12.2˚C. 
27th: Exceptionally high atmospheric pressure, reached 1045mb in afternoon.

Weather Records for 2016 at Bitterne Road East, Southampton  
by Phil Budd

Mean max 
temp

High
temp

Mean min 
temp

Low
temp

Air 
frost 
days1

Wet 
days2

Total rainfall

 °C °F °C °C °F °C mm in3

Jan 10.2 50.4 14.2 5.1 41.2 -2.0 3 17 155.6 6.1

Feb 10.0 50.0 15.2 4.4 39.9 -1.2 5 12 55.4 2.2

Mar 11.7 53.1 15.8 4.3 39.7 -0.6 2 10 81.3 3.2

Apr 14.1 57.4 19.2 6.0 42.8 1.4 0 10 64.0 2.5

May 19.8 67.6 25.1 11.4 52.5 3.2 0 10 55.5 2.2

Jun 21.1 70.0 27.3 14.2 57.6 10.3 0 16 129.4 5.1

Jul 23.2 73.8 31.2 15.7 60.3 11.9 0 4 11.1 0.4

Aug 24.1 75.4 32.2 15.8 60.4 11.2 0 6 47.4 1.9

Sep 22.1 71.8 28.1 15.3 59.5 10.2 0 13 49.2 1.9

Oct 16.7 62.1 19.7 9.7 49.5 5.4 0 7 42.2 1.7

Nov 11.5 52.7 17.7 5.6 42.1 -1.9 3 10 99.9 3.9

Dec 11.2 52.2 14.9 5.9 42.6 -2.1 3 6 23.8 0.9
Mean/
total 16.3 61.4 32.2 9.5 49.0 -2.1 16 121 814.8 32.1

1 Defined as a minimum below 0.5°C because the thermometer is close to the house.
2 A wet day is defined as a day where 1 mm or more of rainfall fell.
3 Approx.
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